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Gutterglove’s CAD Drawings Help Architects
In an effort to improve the marketing wheel and to get ahead through this recession, a
company called Gutterglove Gutterguard has created numerous gutter guard CAD drawings to
assist the architect. Being that there are hardly no manufacturers that provide their gutter
protection systems in dwg or dxf, this company decided to create it’s own CAD files in hopes
that a new target market could be found. Robert Lenney, the inventor of the popular
Gutterglove gutter protection systems did just that.
“In an effort to try and increase our market share in the U.S. and help fight our way through this
economy, I thought I would create these drawings in hopes that architects would be interested
and actually include them in their building plans,” says Lenney. “I haven’t seen any gutter
guard company do this.”
The drawings are free and are available in dwg, dxf, jpg and pdf through the
www.Gutterglove.com website under the downloads tab. Virtually all gutter types are included
in the CAD drawings including ogee, fascia, curved and half round. An assortment of roof
types are also included with each.
The U.S. patented Gutterglove gutter guard system is made from a super fine type 316
stainless steel mesh, similar to the filters found in a coffee maker for keeping the coffee
grounds out. This mesh filters out leaves, pine needles, seed pods and even sand, which is
why it’s so popular amongst homeowners and rainwater harvesters. No more gutter cleaning
ever again with Gutterglove. The mesh is supported with a hardened anodized aluminum
frame.
To assist the cost conscious homeowner, the Gutterglove company recently invented two low
cost gutter guards. One is now the lowest cost mesh-filtering gutter guard in the country.
Lenney says it’s a breakthrough design in fine mesh gutter guards.
“The reason mesh type gutter guards are expensive is because they all have some type of
support bracket underneath to hold up the mesh, “ comments Lenney. “We now offer a new
design that doesn’t require a support bracket, and so now we can reduce the price by over
50% to the contractor and homeowner alike for this particular model.”
Lenney is referring to LeafBlaster gutter protection, his lowest cost gutter guard now. He also
recently invented a mid-grade cost gutter guard call Gutterglove Ultra, which also sports the
fine stainless steel mesh.
Lenney invented yet another gutter guard this year, and it’s a heated gutter guard. It’s called
Gutterglove IceBreaker, and it’s a true breakthrough design to help in the much needed icicle
hazard areas of the world. IceBreaker melts icicles, snow loads and ice dams on your gutter,

and at the same time filters out leaves, pine needles and tiny roof sand grit so gutter cleaning
and falling icicles are a thing of the past.
Gutterglove IceBreaker incorporates a self-regulating heat cable that installs in a built in
channel in the gutter guard itself. It efficiently warms up the gutter guard and inside the gutter
for melting ice that has plagued homeowners for centuries from falling icicles. When
Gutterglove IceBreaker is turned on, it not only melts the ice, but prohibits icicles from forming
on the gutter.
Lenney can also provide additional CAD drawings if an architect can’t find exactly what they
are looking for on their website. Not long ago they had a request for Gutterglove on a standing
lock seam metal roof with a box style gutter, which they didn’t have drawings for yet, so
Lenney made a quick turn around and provided the firm with the drawings to their satisfaction.
Lastly, all three new gutter guards have extensive patent pending applications filed at the U.S.
Patent Office. Lenney found it prudent to not only cover the basics of their new designs, but to
also cover every conceivable way of reverse engineering them.
This makes six gutter guards in all for the Gutterglove company, and they all boast the fine
type 316 stainless steel mesh technology that homeowners rave about.
With the advent of his new gutter CAD drawing downloads page, and his new product line, and
a completely new remodeled website, more info can be obtained at www.Gutterglove.com.
About Gutterglove Gutterguard
Gutterglove Gutterguard was founded in 2003 and has offices in Rocklin California, and
dealers located across the country. Gutterglove was awarded a U.S. Patent in 2007 for his
core gutter guard product and continue to invent state-of-the-art technology in the gutter guard
industry. For more information, call 877-662-5644, or visit: www.Gutterglove.com.
Robert Lenney is also Accredited Professionals through the American Rainwater Catchment
Systems Association (www.arcsa.org).
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